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Objective: Since the outbreak of COVID-19, public health and social measures

to contain its transmission (e.g., social distancing and lockdowns) have

dramatically changed people’s lives in rural and urban areas globally. To

facilitate future management of the pandemic, it is important to understand

how di�erent socio-demographic groups adhere to such demands. This study

aims to evaluate the influences of restriction policies on human mobility

variations associated with socio-demographic groups in England, UK.

Methods: Using mobile phone global positioning system (GPS) trajectory

data, we measured variations in human mobility across socio-demographic

groups during di�erent restriction periods from Oct 14, 2020 to Sep 15,

2021. The six restriction periods which varied in degree of mobility restriction

policies, denoted as “Three-tier Restriction,” “Second National Lockdown,”

“Four-tier Restriction,” “Third National Lockdown,” “Steps out of Lockdown,”

and “Post-restriction,” respectively. Individual human mobility was measured

with respect to the time period people stayed at home, visited places outside

the home, and traveled long distances. We compared these indicators across

the six restriction periods and across socio-demographic groups.

Results: All human mobility indicators significantly di�ered across the six

restriction periods, and the influences of restriction policies on individual

mobility behaviors are correlated with socio-demographic groups. In

particular, influences relating tomobility behaviors are stronger in younger and

low-income groups in the second and third national lockdowns.

Conclusions: This study enhances our understanding of the influences of

COVID-19 pandemic restriction policies on human mobility behaviors within

di�erent social groups in England. The findings can be usefully extended

to support policy-making by investigating human mobility and di�erences
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in policy e�ects across not only age and income groups, but also across

geographical regions.

KEYWORDS

COVID-19, GPS data analysis, pandemic, physical activity, human mobility, mobility

inequality

1. Introduction

During this global pandemic, a variety of domestic and

international restriction measures have been adopted by

governments, such as stay-at-home (SAH) orders, national

lockdowns, international travel bans, and public transportation

closures (1, 2). As a result, the inequalities of human mobility

behaviors caused by the pandemic mobility restrictions in

different social groups are highlighted in related studies (3,

4). In other words, the abilities that afford the restriction

measures, in terms of mobility behaviors, are differentiated

by socio-demographic characteristics in human society. The

humanmobility inequality in socio-economic groups during the

COVID-19 pandemic is essential for understanding the ability

of fragile people to respond to restriction policies. So, in order

to evaluate the social-health impact of the tremendous mobility

shifting in society, it is useful to measure human mobility

behavior changes in various populations in response to different

restriction policies.

In this study, we aim to evaluate the effects of the COVID-19

restriction policies on mobility behaviors and their inequalities

among different individuals in England. We utilize GPS tracker

data as well as longitudinal individual and household surveys—

both of which were sourced from the Virus Watch cohort study

(5)—to fill the aforementioned research gaps. We developed an

analysis framework to measure such inequalities by defining

individual human mobility indicators and comparing their

difference with respect to socio-demographic groups during

the restriction periods. To the best of our knowledge, this

study is the first longitudinal study using individual GPS

trajectories to analyse the mobility behavior changes attributed

to government containment interventions. Findings relating

to mobility changes across socio-demographic groups may

allow policymakers to develop informed and tailored COVID-

19 interventions while pursuing social equity in future

decision making.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 reviews the related work of the human mobility variations

and inequalities aided by mobile phone GPS data during

the pandemic. Section 3 introduces our data resources and

proposed analysis framework for detecting individual human

mobility indicators. Section 4 illustrates a case study regarding

the human mobility variations with respect to the restriction

period and socio-demographic group. Finally, Section 5

discusses the implication of our findings, then concludes our

contributions and reveals the study limitations and further

research possibilities.

2. Reviews of related works

In the background of this unprecedented COVID-19

pandemic challenge, the tremendous reshaping of human

mobility patterns in global cities, affected by all-encompassing

restrictions, has aroused concern in research communities

(6, 7). Empirically, various studies have reported that

counties, regions, and cities had witnessed a sharp human

mobility reduction and disruption, due to such restriction

policies (8–11).

Though mobility restriction policies have been identified as

efficient interventions in controlling the spread of infectious

viruses in the population (12–16), such rapid social measures

have been found to impose negative influences on public

health and lifestyle during the COVID-19 crisis. Various

types of human mobility behaviors are highly associated with

physical and mental health benefits, such as physical activity

(e.g., walking, cycling) (17–20). Notably, several public health

outcomes caused by mobility activity restrictions have been

reported during the period of COVID-19 response measures.

It has been reported that unhealthy lifestyles (e.g., food

consumption and meal patterns), increased daily sitting time,

and decreased well-being are related to the restriction of

physical activity (21–24). Mentally, stress, anxiety, frustration,

and boredom have been identified as being associated with the

limited physical activity during stay-at-home (or quarantine)

periods (25, 26).

As human mobility decreased as a result of COVID-

19 restriction polices, research has revealed that the rapid

introduction of such social distancing limits may have an

unequal influence on the everyday mobility behaviors of

residents in the context of socio-economic disparities (27).

Especially, income disparity has a high association with

mobility variations in response to restriction policies. For

example, Weill et al. (3) found that mobility reduction in

affluent (high-income) and deprived (lower-income) areas

showed significantly different impacts, as affected by emergency

declarations in a state-level analysis in the US. Gauvin et al.

(4) also suggested that unemployment, agriculture worker
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proportion, and high education level are strong determinants in

explaining the mobility reduction during the pandemic, based

on a province-level analysis in Italy. In addition, Hunter et al.

(28) highlighted that walking, as a proxy of human mobility

behavior of citizens from low-income areas, and high use of

public transportation have had a greater impact on the COVID-

19 emergency response.

Mobile phone GPS trajectory data have recently emerged

as a kind of popular and valuable data source for human

mobility and COVID-19 pandemic research (29). GPS data can

provide an individual’s location sequence information over a

given time span, which contributes to almost real-time snapshots

of human mobility, helping to overcome the limitations of

self-reported surveys (30, 31). Using a combination of human

mobility indicators generated from integrated mobile phone

GPS data and urban data (e.g., points of interest, land use),

researchers can investigate the effects of restrictions on dynamic

human activity behaviors (e.g., commuting, place visits, travel

mode) with fine granularity (32–34). Moreover, location-based

mobile phone GPS data can be easily merged with census socio-

demographic data by matching the geospatial information,

which helps to examine the socio-economic determinants in

human mobility variations.

Understanding the impact of mobility behaviors under

different restriction policies and their inequality in the

population can provide information for policy evaluation

and devising related strategies to reduce the social-health

impact of tremendous mobility shifting in society. However,

considering the mixed socio-demographic characteristics of

urban areas, area-level census or survey data are limited

in ability to explain the inequalities of human mobility

variations in the socio-demographic groups, due to insufficient

individual-level information. In addition, previous studies

have mainly focused on the effect of restriction in the

initial period during pandemic outbreaks (i.e., the first

national lockdowns, the first stay-at-home periods), thus

lacking an evaluation of the effect of ongoing restriction or

relaxation policies on human mobility and its inequality in

socio-demographic groups.

In summary, the current literature suggests a comprehensive

analysis consisting of elaborately measuring the human behavior

variations and disentangling the inequality within diffident

socio-demographic groups is required.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Data resource and description

Table 1 summarizes the dataset used in this work. Our data

mainly consist of Virus Watch survey data and mobile phone

GPS trajectory data (see Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2), Ordnance Survey

POI data andUK geographical boundary data (see Section 3.1.4).

3.1.1. Virus Watch survey data

Virus Watch 1 is a longitudinal national household

community cohort study of COVID-19, which continuously

provides vital informing for government planning, public

health, and NHS responses to the ongoing pandemic in the

UK (5). Since 22 June 2020, this study has recruited more than

50,000 individuals from over 25,000 households across England

and Wales. Briefly, the lead householder participating in the

study is required to complete an online baseline survey and

several follow-up weekly or monthly surveys for each member

of their household. These surveys collected individual and

household information covering a variety of topics, including

but not limited to demographic and socio-economic status,

medical conditions, COVID-19 contact history, and vaccination.

Additionally, to monitor how people’s travel behavior has

changed throughout the duration of the study, all adult

participants in the Virus Watch study were asked about optional

consent to use a GPS tracking application (i.e., ArcGIS Tracker,

powered by Esri), installed on their mobile phone.

Table 2 denotes the gender, age, and income groups of 1,094

users, according their types and levels; that is, gender groups

with two types: female (646) and male (448); age groups with

four levels: <35 (83), 35–49 (132), 50–64 (452), >64 (427);

and income (pounds) groups with four levels: 0–24,999 (272),

25,000–49,999 (406), 50,000–74,999 (199), >74,999 (217). To

clarify, we consider that age and income are crucial factors in

relation to infectious rate and shielded level, which strongly

impact of individuals’ behaviors. Furthermore, we use the

predefined groups in Virus Watch to categorize the age and

income. For age groups, we use similar levels as Navaratnam

et al. (35)’s work with a merged process due to small sample size

below age 35. For income groups, we use the same income levels

as Beale et al. (36)’s study.

3.1.2. GPS data

In this study, mobile phone GPS trajectory data were

collected from 1,828 participants who had used the Track App

among all the Virus Watch participants. The GPS coordinates

transmitted from the tracker can be used to formulate tracing

trajectories, facilitating in-depth mobility analysis. Detailed

variable specifications and configuration of the GPS data from

the tracker have been introduced by the Track App provider,

Esri 2. As the data collection preference depends on the user’s

compliance and their time of entry, each user’s active days are

not equal, as they may use the Track App for different days

and in different periods. Supplementary Figure S1 shows the

distribution of active days for all users (1828) in our observation

time period. Specifically, 42.5% of users (776 users) had below

1 Virus Watch: https://ucl-virus-watch.net/.

2 ArcGIS Tracker: https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/products/

arcgis-tracker/resources.
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TABLE 1 A summary of data sources.

Category Used fields Description Data source

Virus Watch

survey data

gender,

age,

income

Individual and household

information with demographic

and socio-economic status.

Virus

Watch

cohort

Virus Watch

mobile phone GPS data

longitude,

latitude,

datetime

Mobile phone GPS trajectory data

are recorded from Esri Track App

used by the Virus Watch participants.

Virus

Watch

cohort

Ordnance Survey

POI data

9 types,

longitude,

latitude

Point of interest data

in 9 types in England.

Ordnance

Survey

UK geographical

boundary data

(local authority level)

local authority name,

polygon geographical

information

Local authority

geographical boundary

in the UK.

Office for

National

Statistics

TABLE 2 The user numbers of sociodemographic groups in the Virus Watch cohort.

Age/Income 0–24,999 25,000–49,999 50,000–74,999 >74,999 Total

<35
Male 4 11 5 14

83
Female 10 23 11 5

35–49
Male 9 10 12 18

132
Female 12 28 21 22

50–64
Male 27 60 33 48

452
Female 78 103 51 52

>64
Male 51 80 38 28

427
Female 81 91 28 30

Total 272 406 199 217 1,094

There are 1,094 of 1,828 users with socioeconomic and demographic information.

10 active days and only 1.4% of users (25 users) had above

300 active days. Given that only 1,094 of the 1,828 participants

provided their socio-economic and demographic information

(i.e., gender, age, income), the case study in Section 4.2 uses the

GPS data of these 1,094 users. Furthermore, all of these users are

in England. Therefore, this is an analysis considering England

and not the whole of the UK; notably, other nations (Wales and

Scotland) had slightly different policies than those of England.

3.1.3. UK restriction periods

According to the pandemic situation in the local

communities, the COVID-19 restriction policies adopted

by the England government were adjusted several times since

the first national lockdown announced on Mar 23, 2020,

following a series of restricted measures, such as stay at home,

work from home, and closures of pubs, hospitality, school, and

non-essential business. Our observation period (14 October,

2020 to 15 September, 2021) incorporates six restriction

periods (337 days in total), separated by different national

or local restriction policies 3 in England. In detail, the six

restriction periods with days and observed users are shown as

Table 3. The largest observed user numbers are found in “Third

National lockdown’ with 965 and the minimal observed user

numbers is in ‘Post-restriction” with 153. To clarify, the total

observed user frequency of six periods are 3,978 from 1,828

users as some users can repeatedly occur at some restriction

periods. Such uneven distribution of observed objects in each

3 Timeline of UK government coronavirus lockdowns and restrictions.

https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/charts/uk-government-

coronavirus-lockdowns.
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TABLE 3 The days and observed users in the six restriction periods.

Restriction period Start date End date Days Observed user numbers

Three-tier Restriction 14/10/2020 04/11/2020 22 815

Second National Lockdown 05/11/2020 04/12/2020 30 779

Four-tier Restriction 05/12/2020 03/01/2021 30 739

Third National Lockdown 04/01/2021 08/03/2021 64 965

Steps out of Lockdown 09/03/2021 19/07/2021 133 527

Post-restriction 20/07/2021 15/09/2021 58 153

restriction period is related to the difference of active days

in users (see Supplementary Figure S1), we also output the

user numbers classified by the active periods (from 1 to 6) in

Supplementary Figure S2. In line with the distribution of users’

active days, we only find 59 users (3.2 %) with six active periods

(i.e., the user occurs in each period).

3.1.4. POI data

In this work, we delineate areas based on the local authority

boundary (polygon) and its inner points of interest (points) in

typology (the related method is introduced in Section 3.2.1).

The POI data set of England was provided by Ordnance

Survey 4 and the local authority boundary data of England was

provided by the Office for National Statistics 5. Specifically, nine

types of places (i.e., “Accommodation, eating, and drinking,”

“Transport,” “Commercial services,” “Attractions,” “Sport and

entertainment,” “Education and health,” “Public infrastructure,”

“Manufacturing and production,” and “Retail”) were provided

for 333 local authority areas in England.

3.2. Analysis framework

In this section, we first illustrate that our analysis framework

on detecting human mobility indicators from GPS trajectory

data (see Sections 3.2.1–3.2.3), and the main statistical test

method—Kruskal Wallis H (KWH) test for testing the statistical

differences of mobility indicators across predefined groups (see

Section 3.2.4).

In detail, our analysis framework on detection processes

of mobility indicators shown in Figure 1 is consists of three

steps: Step 1 includes a stay detection algorithm, utilized

to generate the stay trajectory from a user’s daily mobile

phone GPS trajectory points. Then, it extracts the user’s home

location, following which daytime place visits can be extracted

based upon the detected stay trajectory. Step 2 defines and

measure the human mobility indicators, incorporating the time

duration and distance among stay-at-home and place visit. Step

4 Ordnance Survey: https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/.

5 O�ce for National Statistics: https://www.ons.gov.uk/.

3 calculates the individual-based mobility indicator for each

observation period. These three parts are further explained in

the following subsections.

3.2.1. Stay, home location, and place visit
detection

A stay is a single user u spending some time at one place

(i.e., the GPS point records of a user are at or around the

same location during a time period) (37–39). Figure 2 shows

the generation process of a user’s stay trajectory from raw

GPS points by stay detection. Specifically, a user’s raw GPS

points trajectory P can be denoted as a set of locations l with

temporal information; then, each GPS point can be denoted

as Pi = (li, ti). As a stay trajectory S can be extracted from

Pi, each stay can be denoted as Si =

(

li, t
start
i , tendi

)

. In this

analysis, we implement the stay detection algorithm proposed

by Hariharan and Toyama (37), which requires two pre-defined

parameters: 1d (the maximum Euclidean distance that the

points record a user’s movement around a point location to

count as a stay) and 1t (the minimum duration that the GPS

records stay within time distance to qualify as a stay at that

location). In this work, 1d and 1t are defined as 2 min and

50 m, in order to delineate stays from raw GPS trajectory

points.

Considering the semantic intuition in relation to

human residence behavior and social activities at places,

we can infer the user’s home location and place visits

in relation to the visit pattern from their detected

stay trajectory (40–42). In this analysis, we define a

user’s (u) home location as the detected stay location

that the user visits the most frequently during the

night-time period. Home location detection h can be

described as:

h(S; u) = argmax
i

∣

∣

∣

{

Si | t
start
i , tendi ∈

[

tnightbegin, tnightend

]}
∣

∣

∣
.

(1)

We define the night-time period to be from 10 pm

to 6 am, in order to implement the home location

detection (i.e., one user’s home location is where a

stay occurs the most times from 10 pm to 6 am for

them).
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FIGURE 1

Analysis framework of detecting a user’s daily mobility indicators from GPS trajectory data.

FIGURE 2

An example of a user’s stay trajectory detected from raw GPS points.

Place visit detection aims to delineate a user’s social activities

at places (excluding their home location), which involves

associating location information with each stay/stop (43). In this

study, we use the region of interest (ROI) as the representation

of place, which is combined with the related stay to describe

a place visit through a heuristic procedure. First, we generate

each ROI according to the topology of the point of interest

(POI) using the overlapping area between its buffer zone

(radius of 50 meters) and its Thiessen (Voronoi) polygon,

which is a popular strategy used to define locations (e.g.,

retail store area) in geography (16, 44–46). Second, we extract

the place visit by associating each stay with the ROI using a

spatial connection.

3.2.2. Mobility indicators: Stay-at-home, travel,
and place visit indicators

We define three indicators to represent individual mobility

behaviors, based on the stay, home, and place visits detected

above. In this study, human indicator detection aims to generate
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the representative indicators to characterize the stay-at-home,

travel, and place visit behaviors from the detected individual’s

stay trajectory.

(1) Stay-at-home indicator. We define the stay-at-home

indicator to be represented by the stay-at-home duration time

(hours); that is, the total stay duration time at the home location.

This duration time (which incorporates the night-time period)

can be calculated from the detected home location stay on

Section 3.2.1.

(2) Travel indicator. We define travel behaviors to be

characterized by four indicators concerning the physical

distance and home for a stay trajectory, including maximum

distance from home, distance of mileage, maximum travel

distance, and radius of gyration.

Themaximum distance from home is the maximum value of

the Euclidean distance between stays at the home location (47).

For a user’s stay trajectory S, the maximum distance from home

dhmax(S; u) is calculated as:

dhmax(S; u) = max
1≤i<n

∣

∣Si, h(S; u)
∣

∣ , (2)

where
∣

∣Si, h(u)
∣

∣ is the Euclidean distance (km) between a stay

Si and the home location h(S; u) (see equation 1), considering

n stays. For example, the maximum distance from home in

Figure 2 is the distance between the home location S0 and S2

(i.e., |S0, S2|).

The distance of mileage is the sum of the distance between

two consecutive (time-ordered) stays (48, 49). For a user’s stay

trajectory S, the distance of mileage can be denoted as:

dm(S; u) =

n
∑

i=1

∣

∣Si−1, Si
∣

∣ , (3)

where Si−1 and Si are two successive stays in the n stays. In

Figure 2, the distance of mileage can be calculated as dm =

|S0, S1| + |S1, S2| + |S2, S3| + |S3, S4| + |S4, S0|.

The maximum travel distance is the maximum value of

distance between two consecutive (time-ordered) stays (49). For

a user’s stay trajectory S, the maximum travel distance can be

denoted as:

dmax(S; u) = max
1≤i<n

∣

∣Si−1, Si
∣

∣ . (4)

For example, the maximum travel distance in Figure 2 is the

distance between S3 and S4 (i.e., |S3, S4|).

The radius of gyration, as a radial distance to a point, is

used to characterize the typical distance traveled by a center stay

(time-ordered) in the mobility trajectory (50). For a user’s stay

trajectory S, the radius of gyration is defined as:

rg(S; u) =

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
∑

i=1

(|Si, Sm|)2. (5)

For example, the radius of gyration in the trajectory in

Figure 2 (the center stay is S2) can be calculated as rg =
√

1
5 (|S2, S0|)

2 + (|S2, S1|)2 + (|S2, S3|)2 + (|S2, S4|)2.

(3) Place visit indicator. The place visit duration time is

represented by the place visit duration time (hours) with respect

to the nine types of places, which can be calculated as dt(Si; u) =
(

tendi − tstarti

)

.

3.2.3. Indicators for each observation period

Therefore, our human mobility indicators are stay-at-

home duration time, distance-based travel indicator (maximum

distance from home, distance of mileage, maximum travel

distance, radius of gyration), and place visit indicators are

the visit duration times for nine types of places. As each

restriction period had a different number of participants, we

defined a mobility indicator for each restriction period, based on

the individual mobility indicators defined above. This process

followed two steps. First, for a user in one observation period,

we calculate the mean of the human indicator values as the

representative measure for the user in this observation period.

Second, we use the mean of the mobility indicators of all users in

this observation period as the mobility indicators for this period.

These are defined as follows:

If there are L users in an observation period Tk with M

days, we aim to generate an individual-based human mobility

indicator ATk as a representative measurement for Tk. Suppose

that a user u, u = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L has N active days in the

observation period Tk (N ≤ M). As our temporal observation

unit is daily, the human mobility indicator (e.g., maximum

distance from home) for 1 day can be measured as Ad
u, d =

1, 2, 3, . . . ,N. Then, the user’s mobility indicator Au in an

observation period Tk can be denoted as

A
Tk
u =

1

N

N
∑

d

Ad
u, d = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N. (6)

So, the human mobility indicator ATk for observation period Tk
can be denoted as themean of themobility indicators for L users,

which can be denoted as

ATk =
1

L

L
∑

u

A
Tk
u , u = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L. (7)

3.2.4. Statistical testing of the mobility indicator
di�erences between groups

To examine the inequalities of mobility indicators between

social groups, we select a statistical method called Kruskal-

Wallis H (KWH) test to detect the differences of mobility

indicators between groups with different socio-demographic
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TABLE 4 Statistical descriptions of individual’s stay-at-home and travel indicators during the whole observation period.

Human mobility indicators Mean Std Min Medium Max

Stay-at-home duration time (hour) 3.98 2.91 0.10 3.51 23.13

Distance of mileage (km) 13.62 18.87 0.00 8.31 324.99

Maximum distance from home (km) 6.84 10.77 0.00* 3.96 193.28

Distance of mileage (km) 13.62 18.87 0.00 8.31 324.99

Maximum travel distance (km) 6.89 9.56 0.00 4.19 137.82

Radius of gyration (km) 2.71 4.31 0.00 1.54 73.46

* 0 km indicates a user has no movement (i.e., staying at home) in one active day during the observation period.

characteristics (i.e., gender, age and income) or the groups of

defined six restriction periods.

As a rank-based non-parametric test, the KWH test can

determine if there are statistically significant differences of

numerical variables between two or more groups of categorical

variables with different sample sizes (51). Thus, the KWH test

can be used to detect the mobility difference in the predefined

groups with different sample sizes from our survey data, i.e.,

socio-demographic groups (shown as Table 2) and restriction

period groups (shown as Table 3).

In the test process, the discrete distribution (H distribution)

in KWH test assumes the N samples from k groups are

identically shaped distributions. The H statistic can be

denoted as:

H = (N − 1)

∑k
i=1 ni (r̄i· − r̄)2

∑k
i=1

∑ni
j=1

(

rij − r̄
)2

(8)

where, ni is the number of samples in group i, rij is the rank

of sample j (in all N samples) from group i, r̄i· =

∑ni
j=1 rij
ni

is the

average rank of all samples from group i and r̄ = 1
2 (N + 1) is

the average of all the ranks (rij). Then the critical statistic χ2
c

of H can be computed by the χ2 distribution approximation

with k − 1 degrees of freedom. We reject the null hypothesis

(no difference between groups) if H is significant (H > χ2
c ) and

output the p-value.

4. Results

In the case study, we first generate six human mobility

indicators for each individuals in our samples, then we

summarized them into three socio-demographic types (age,

gender and income) in six restriction periods, respectively,

named as “Three-tier restriction,” “Second national Lockdown,”

“Four-tier restriction,” “Third national lockdown,” “Steps out of

lockdown,” and “Post-restriction.”

4.1. Impacts of restriction policies on
mobility

Stay-at-home and travel variations. Table 4 shows the

statistical description of individual’s stay-at-home and travel

indicators during the whole observation period. As the travel

indicators (km) measure the travel behavior in distance, the

maximum distance from home presents a maximum value of

193.28 km, indicating a long-distance journey across the main

England area in 1 day. To the contrary, the minimum value

(0 km) of the travel indicator indicates that a user has no

movement (e.g., stayed at home) in one active day. Similarly,

the maximum stay-at-home duration time (23.13 h) also denotes

a user staying at their home location for a nearly whole day

without distinctive travel.

In terms of the impact of restriction periods on stay-at-

home and travel behaviors, Figure 3 indicates the variations in

the stay-at-home and travel indicators, as well as the results

of the Kruskal–Wallis H (KWH) test regarding the difference

of each indicator in different restriction periods. The travel

indicators (maximum distance from home, distance of mileage,

maximum travel distance, and radius of gyration) in the

second national lockdown and the third national lockdown are

presented the lowest mean values, as related to the lockdown

measures, such as the stay-at-home order 6 and work from

home/school closure measures 7. The travel indicators started

to increase in the steps out of lockdown period, with schools

and colleges reopening due to relaxation policies 8. In addition,

the stay-at-home duration time showed variations, with an

increase while moving into the second national lockdown and

6 Prime Minister announces new national restrictions: https://www.

gov.uk/government/news/prime-minister-announces-new-national-

restrictions.

7 Prime Minister’s address to the nation: https://www.gov.uk/

government/speeches/prime-ministers-address-to-the-nation-4-

january-2021.

8 Schools and colleges to reopen: https://www.gov.uk/government/

news/schools-and-colleges-to-reopen-from-tomorrow-as-part-of-

step-one-of-the-roadmap.
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FIGURE 3

Stay-at-home and travel indicators variations (mean and standard deviation) in the di�erent policy restriction periods.

a decrease in the steps out of lockdown period; however, it

did not show a significant shift when going into the four-tier

restriction period, as work from home measures remained valid

in England 9.

We also observe that all indicators are statistically significant

in different restriction periods. And further paired KWH tests

of stay-at-home and travel indicators in different restriction

periods are presented as Supplementary Figure S3. Though the

majority of differences of mobility indicators between each two

periods are statistically significant, some indicators of specific

periods present no difference, such as the stay-at-home duration

9 Winter plan: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-

19-winter-plan/covid-19-winter-plan.

time between “Second National Lockdown” and “Third National

Lockdown,” the maximum distance from home between “Three-

tier Restriction” and “Four-tier Restriction.”

Place visit variations. To describe the place visit changes

during restriction periods, we detected 1,479,079 stays

and classified them to place visits and others using POI

data in England. There are 769,843 (52 %) stays can be

linked with the nine types of place information during the

whole period. The detailed descriptions of detected stays

and place visits in six restriction periods are presented

in Supplementary Table S1.

Table 5 shows a statistical description of the visit duration

time of individuals at places throughout the whole observation

period. The mean level of visit duration time at each type of
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TABLE 5 Statistical description of individual’s visit duration time at places during the whole observation period.

Visiting places duration time (hour) Mean Std Min Medium Max

Accommodation, eating and drinking 0.37 0.53 0.03 0.22 6.26

Transport 0.35 0.61 0.03 0.15 9.65*

Commercial services 0.58 0.83 0.03 0.28 11.92*

Attractions 0.28 0.53 0.03 0.14 6.82

Sport and entertainment 0.52 0.87 0.03 0.24 10.90*

Education and health 0.52 0.79 0.03 0.22 6.61

Public infrastructure 0.33 0.58 0.03 0.15 7.41

Manufacturing and production 0.35 0.65 0.03 0.14 6.25

Retail 0.32 0.51 0.03 0.20 8.70

* Visiting at some places above 8 h may be related to working behaviors.

place is below 40 mins, while the max value of visit duration

time is above 8 h, indicating some visit behaviors related to

working at the workplace. In this regard, there is a minor part

(only 19 of all 3,978 observed user frequency) of individuals’

place visit duration time for a period (defined in Section 3.2.3)

above 8 h. Then, nine types of place visits are all found

statistically significant in six periods from the KWH test results

(see Supplementary Figure S4). Further, the pair KWH tests of

place visit indicators between each periods can be found at

Supplementary Figure S5.

To highlight the sequential change pattern, we use change

rate to depict the variations of place visit indicators during

restriction periods. The change rate are the change range of

indicator value in the current period, compared to the former

one, which can be denoted as:

Change rate = (Indicatorcurrent period − Indicatorformer period)

/(Indicatorformer period) (9)

Figure 4 shows the change rate of place visit time duration

in different restriction periods. We find that the visit duration

times at some types of places are not influenced by the

restriction or relaxation policies. First, unlike the duration time

at other places with reductions while going into the second

national lockdown, the people staying at distinctive places

(highlighted by black box) longer compared to the three-tier

restriction period, such as attractions (change rate, 5%), sport

and entertainment (change rate, 20%), education and health

(change rate, 13%), and retail locations (change rate, 3%). These

four types of place visit indicators between the second national

lockdown and three-tier restriction period are all statistically

significant differences (see Supplementary Figure S5). Second,

only the visit duration time at sport and entertainment locations

increased during the third national lockdown (change rate,

9%), compared to the four-tier restriction. However, the paired

KWH test results show no significance between the two periods

(see Supplementary Figure S5). Third, during the steps out of

lockdown period, with a series of restriction measures lifting,

only the duration time of visit at education and health locations

(highlighted by black box) showed a slight reduction (change

rate, 2%). The paired KWH test results also show a significant

difference between the indicators of the two periods (see

Supplementary Figure S5).

4.2. Human mobility variations by
socio-demographic groups

In this part, to interpret the inequality in mobility, we

examine the variations of mobility indicators (represented

by stay-at-home and travel indicators) by socio-demographic

groups. The mean value of stay-at-home and travel indicators,

as well as their difference with respect to the three socio-

demographic groups (gender, age, income) during the whole

observation period are shown in Supplementary Tables S2–S4.

It denotes the human mobility indicators with no difference

in gender groups, and the stay-at-home indicators with no

difference between age or income groups. On the contrary, the

travel indicators showed significant differences in the two groups

by the KWH test. Specifically, in Supplementary Table S3, the

“<35” age group’s distance of mileage (mean value) presents

the highest level compared to other age groups, while the

maximum distance from home value in this group was lower

than that of the “35–49” and “50–64” groups. In addition,

Supplementary Table S3 indicates that the travel indicators of

the lowest income group (0–24,999) presented lower values

than other income groups, with the longest stay-at-home

duration time during the whole period observed in this group.

Then, all mobility indicators are significantly different in all

restrictions periods, except the SAH duration time of <35 (in

age groups) and 50,000–74,999 (in income groups) without
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FIGURE 4

The change rates of place visit indicators in the six restriction periods. The bars with black boxes denote: (1) The increased change rates in

“Second National Lockdown” (compared to “Three-tier Restriction”), and the declined change rate in “Step out of Lockdown” (compared to

“Third National Lockdown”); (2) The KWH results show visit indicators are significantly di�erent between the two consecutive periods.

statistically significant difference in all restriction periods (see

Supplementary Figure S6).

To delineate the different shiftings of restrictions onmobility

indicators in different socio-economic groups, we calculated the

change rates (see Equation 9) of the human mobility indicators

(maximum distance from home, distance of mileage and stay-at-

home duration time) with respect to the age and income groups,

as shown in Figure 5.

We observe the mobility indicator changes imposed by

restriction policies in low-age and low-income groups are

more fragile (change more) than those of other groups in our

samples. In examining the influence of the second national

lockdown and the third national lockdown, the maximum

distance from home and the distance of mileage in the

low-age (<35) and low-income (0–24,999) groups present

the highest level of reduction (i.e., the biggest absolute

change rate values) than other groups. In this regard, the

black boxes highlight the change rate grids with the biggest

absolute values (in “Second National Lockdown” and “Third

National Lockdown”) and the significantly different mobility

indicators between the current period and the former (see

Supplementary Figures S7, S8) for detailed paired KWH test

results of age and income subgroups). To emphasize, in terms

of the difference of travel indicators in income groups between

“Three-tier Restriction” and “Second National Lockdown,” only

0–24,999 income group (the grids with the black boxes in

Figure 5) shows a statically significant between these two periods

(see Supplementary Figures S7, S8).

Then, the stay-at-home duration times affected by the two

national lockdowns are higher in the low-age group compared
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FIGURE 5

The change rates of mobility indicators in age and income groups during the six restriction periods. The red grids denote increases in change

rate (> 0), and the blue ones represent reductions in change rate (< 0), with colour saturation indicating the change rate level. The black boxes

highlight the grids for (1) The biggest change rates (absolute values) in “Second National Lockdown” and “Third National Lockdown”; (2) The

KWH results show the indicators are significantly di�erent between the current period and the former one.

to other groups. In addition, we find that relaxation policies

affected the low-age and -income groups more than other

groups; for example, the maximum distance from home and

distance of mileage of the “< 35” group in the four-tier

restriction period increased by 144 and 331%, respectively.

Meanwhile, the change rates of the maximum distance

from home and the distance of mileage in the low-income

(0–24,999) group in the four-tier restriction period were 64 and

155%, respectively.

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we proposed an approach to estimate and

compare the impacts of different restrictions on humanmobility

by generating individual human mobility indicators using

mobile phone GPS data from the Virus Watch cohort in

England, UK. Following our proposed analysis, we generated

three aspects of human mobility behaviors, consisting of stay-

at-home behavior (measured by duration time), travel behaviors

(measured by the maximum distance from home, distance of

mileage, maximum travel distance, and radius of gyration),

and place visit behaviors (measured by the visit duration

time in places), which presented statistically significant shifts

between the different periods coinciding with the announced

restriction policies.

Concerning the influences of restriction policies, the

findings demonstrate that human mobility behaviors

significantly differentiate across periods, from three-tier

restrictions to the post-restriction period, in England. Further,

the heterogeneity of human mobility indicator variations

imposed by the restriction policies should be highlighted. For

example, during the second national lockdown, with tougher

restrictions, the length of times people visited attractions, sport

and entertainment, education and health, and retail locations

were longer than that in the tier-three restriction period. As a

part of still-open essential facilities, human activities at these

places were significantly influenced by the second national

lockdown policy, with the exemption of stay-at-home orders

for activities such as education, exercise, outdoor recreation,

and shopping for food and essentials. We also noticed that,

in the steps out of lockdown period, only the visit duration

at education and health locations declined, which is not in

alignment with the relaxation policy, as the re-opening of
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primary and secondary schools was announced on March 8,

2021. An alternative explanation for this is sample bias in our

cohort community, as the age group below 35 was small, and

students may not be well-represented in the Virus Watch app

user group.

Considering the human mobility variation inequality

concerning socio-demographic groups, the low-age and -income

groups were more affected by restriction or relaxation policies.

We also provided evidence that low-income and low-age

groups were lower-activity and weremore significantly impacted

than other socio-economic groups during restriction periods.

In particular, the travel indicator variations of these two

groups during the second and the third national lockdowns

demonstrated the lower ability of these two groups, compared

to other groups, to adapt to such restrictions. Such mobility

inequalities in the low-age and low-income groups are

prominently related to the dependency on public transport

facilities. In the context of England lockdowns, the low-age and

low-income people can’t travel a longer distance than normal

times as the restricted bus, tube and train usage.

In addition, some limitations are highlighted as follows.

As the different objects in different periods caused by the

inconsistent activity days of users during the periods in the Virus

Watch cohort, the estimations of human mobility indicators

may yield biased results in terms of uneven distributions of

socio-demographic group samples. Thus, the comparison of

periods with different number of subjects reveals a comparison

among different persons, and consequently, is not strong

enough to assume this was caused by restrictions. In other

words, the differences among periods could be a result of

different subjects included in the different periods and not

for the different restriction periods. In parallel, though the

KWH test are not restricted by the different samples between

groups, the non-adjustment in socio-demographic group size

also can lead to the finding basis, especially the direct results

related to the small samples in young people (i.e., < 35

group).

In conclusion, this research estimated the impacts of

different restriction periods on human mobility, using

mobile phone GPS trajectories, in order to identify the

mobility inequality between socio-economic groups during

the COVID-19 pandemic. The results suggested all human

mobility indicators significantly differed during the six

restriction periods and the inequality in socio-demographic

groups in England. The influences relating to mobility

behaviors seems more substantial in younger and low-

income groups than in other groups in the high-degree

restriction policies in mobility (the second and third national

lockdowns).

These results enhance our understanding of how restriction

policies affect human mobility behaviors (e.g., stay-at-home,

travel, and place visits) within social groups in England. Our

findings are based upon data in England, but we believe this may

apply to other countries given the young and low income groups

are very similar at least in the Europe. The analytical framework

of human mobility inequality based upon mobile GPS data

can be adopted as an approach to disentangle social inequality

for other areas during and after the pandemic. Disaggregating

the results presented here could identify the inequality of

human mobility in relation to low age and low income during

the pandemic. Unlike area-level analysis in human mobility

inequality, exploring these individual-level analytics might help

to develop tailored and human-centric strategies considering

specific social identities rather than simply areas.

Further research is required to retrieve and validate

the human mobility indicators from large amounts of

participants with consistent active days to reduce the

observation sample bias. Then, it also needs a detailed

estimation of human mobility inequality concerning

various social activities (e.g., working, commuting and

leisure), which could further reveal the resilience and

recovery of mobility in local communities during the post

COVID-19 pandemic.
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